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Abstract—For more than four decades the simple structure of the dynamic RAM cell and continuous improvement in lithography and 

dry etching technology has made DRAM to grow exponentially in a large scale integration and has decreased the minimum feature 

size in memory chips. The 2010 ITRS roadmap reports that the minimum feature size of DRAM will be 20 nm in 2017 and 10 nm in 

2023. Sense amplifier which is a part of DRAM circuit consumes a power of 0.422µw.But circuit level modifications in sense 

amplifier circuitry will help to achieve a power reduction of 5-10%. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Very-large-scale integration (VLSI) is the process of creating an integrated circuit (IC) by combining thousands of transistors 

into a single chip.VLSI began in the 1970s when complex semiconductor and various communication techn-ologies were being 

developed[1]. The microprocessor is a VLSI device. Before the introduction of VLSI technology most ICs had a limited set of 

functions they could perform.  

VLSI lets IC makers add all of these into one chip. The increasing speed and complexity of today’s designs implies a 

significant increase in the power consumption of VLSI chips. To meet this challenge researchers have developed many different 

design techniques to reduce power. The complexity of today’s ICs with over 100 million transistors, clocked at over 1 GHz means 

manual power optimization would be hopelessly slow and all too likely to contain errors. One of the key features that led to the 

success of complementary metal-oxide semiconductor or CMOS technology was its intrinsic low-power consumption. This meant that 

circuit designers and electronic design automation (EDA) tools could afford to concentrate on maximizing circuit performance and 

minimizing circuit area. Another interesting feature of CMOS technology is its nice scaling properties, which has permitted a steady 

decrease in the feature size (Moore's law) allowing for more and more complex systems on a single chip, and working at higher clock 

frequencies. 

          Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) devices are used in a wide range of electronics applications. Although 

they are produced in many sizes and sold in a variety of packages, their overall operation is essentially the same. DRAMs are designed 

for the sole purpose of storing data. The only valid operations on a memory device are reading the data stored in the device, writing 

(or storing) data in the device, and refreshing the data periodically. To improve efficiency and speed, a number of methods for reading 

and writing the memory have been developed. DRAMs evolved from the earliest 1-kilobit generation to the recent 1-gigabit (Gb) 

generation through advances in both semiconductor process and circuit design technology. Tremendous advances in process 

technology have dramatically reduced feature size, permitting ever higher levels of integration. These increases in integration have 

been accompanied by major improvements in component yield to ensure that overall process solutions remain cost effective and 

competitive. Technology improvements, however, are not limited to semiconductor processing. Many of the advances in process 

technology have been accompanied or enabled by advances in circuit design technology. In most cases, advances in one have enabled 

advances in the other. A DRAM circuit consists of row decoder, column decoder, input and output buffers, sense amplifier and 

memory array. 

      This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the simplified DRAM architecture. Section III explains 

simulation results obtained by using Tanner13.0.Finally Section IV concludes the paper. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A.DRAM OVERVIEW 

 Figure 1 shows a circuit diagram of the basic one transistor one capacitor (1T1C) cell structure used in modern DRAM 

devices as the basic storage unit. In the structure illustrated in figure 1 when the access transistor is turned on  

by applying a voltage on the gate of the access transistor a voltage representing the data value may be placed onto the bit line and used 

to charge the storage capacitor. The storage capacitor then retains the stored charge for a limited period of time after the voltage on the 
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word line is removed and the access transistor is turned off. However due to leakage currents through the access transistor the 

electrical charge stored in the storage capacitor gradually dissipates. As a result before the stored charge decays to indistinguishable 

values the data stored in DRAM cells must be periodically read-out and written back in a process known as refresh. Otherwise the 

stored electrical charge will gradually leak away and the value stored in the capacitor will no longer be resolvable after some time. 

 

Figure 1. Basic 1T1C DRAM Cell structure 

B.DRAM ARCHITECTURE 

     DRAM chips are large, rectangular arrays of memory cells with support logic that is used for reading and writing data in the arrays, 

and refresh circuitry to maintain the integrity of stored data. The gates of the DRAM cells are tied to the row decoder and the bit-line 

pairs are connected to the sense amplifier as shown in figure2 [2].The bit-line pairs are connected in parallel to the sense amplifier to 

reduce the bit-line coupling noise. This array architecture is called the folded bit-line array. This array usually has a small feature size 

of 8F² (F: feature size) and has proven to be the most reliable design. Another array scheme called the open bit-line array has smaller 

feature sizes (6F²or 4F²) than the folded bit line[3]. This scheme has high density and cell efficiency, and is also used when reducing 

the number of word lines to ease the impact of a bit-line interference noise on DRAM scaling. But there is no difference in operating 

the DRAM cells between the folded bit line and open bit-line architecture[4]. Therefore the folded bit-line array architecture is used 

here for better understanding. With the down-scaling trend of the minimum feature size and power, many problems (capacitor/bit-

line/word-line bridges, coupling noise, P-MOS/N-MOS ratio, leakage current and so on) need to be considered. With the short length 

of the word-line channel, the sub threshold leakage current will increase more. To prevent this sub threshold leakage-current problem, 

channel doping should be increased in order to maintain adequate control of short-channel effects. However, junction leakage current 

due to band-to-band tunneling and gate-induced drain leakage current may increase as a result of high channel doping. The variability 

of the threshold voltage can also increase due to defects resulting from manufacturing aberrations [5]–[9]. 

Memory Arrays 

      Memory arrays are arranged in rows and columns of memory cells called word lines 

and bit lines respectively. Each memory cell  

has a unique location or address defined by the intersection of a row and a column. 

Memory Cells 

      A DRAM memory cell is a capacitor that is charged to produce a 1 or a 0. Over the years several different structures have been 

used to create the memory cells on a chip. In today's technologies, trenches filled with dielectric material are used to create the 

capacitive storage element of the memory cell. 

Support Circuitry 

        The memory chip's support circuitry allows the user to read the data stored in the memory's cells, write to the memory cells, and 

refresh memory cells. This circuitry generally includes:- 

 •Sense amplifiers to amplify the signal or charge detected on a memory cell 

 •Address logic to select rows and columns 

 •Row Address Select (RAS) and Column address Select (CAS) logic to latch and resolve row and column addresses and to initiate 

and terminate read and write operations. 
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The gates of the DRAM cells are tied to the row decoder and the bit-line pairs are connected to the sense amplifier as shown in 

figure2. A sense amplifier is composed of a pair of cross-connected inverters between the bit lines[10]. 

 

Figure 2.Simplified DRAM diagram 

III.SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

Today’s computers CPUs and cell phone make use of CMOS technology due to several key advantages. CMOS offer low 

power dissipation, relatively high speed and high noise margin. So here we are designing row decoder, sense amplifier, column 

decoder and thus the DRAM  circuit and simulation is done using Tanner tool. 

 

 
Figure 3.Steps of methodology and implementation plan for Tanner13.0 

A.ROW DECODER 
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     Decoders address a specific cell in the memory cell array[11]. Row decoders are used to select a particular row of cells in the 

memory array.Decoders can be implemented using simple logic gates.In the DRAM circuit (fig.2.)  gates of transistors are tied to 

the row decoder.Fig.4.shows row decoder circuit schematic diagram using nand,nor (universal gates) and not gates in s-edit. 

 

Figure 4.Row decoder circuit schematic 
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Figure 5. Input and output waveforms of row decoder in  w-edit 

 

Row decoder circuit schematic (fig.4) is designed in s-edit and simulated to obtain output waveforms which can be viewed in 

w-edit. Here we designed a 3 to 8 decoder circuit. So it has 8 decoded outputs. When address and RAS (Row Access Signal) are 

loaded a specific row of cells will get selected using this row decoder. When we simulate the row decoder circuit output waveforms 

are obtained as shown in figure 5. 

 

B.SENSE AMPLIFIER 

           

Sense amplifier is not only an amplifier but a positive feedback device that quickly pushes the readout voltage to 1 or 0. The 

gates of the DRAM cells are tied to the row decoder and the bit-line pairs are connected to the sense amplifier. A sense amplifier is 

composed of a pair of cross-connected inverters between the bit lines. When the address and Row Access Signal (RAS) instruction are 

loaded to the device each row of the selected cells is active. In this operation, the data stored in the cells of the selected row address 

are amplified and stored again by the sense amplifiers. The bit-line pairs are connected in parallel to the sense amplifier. 

The sense amplifier circuit (figure 6) schematic is designed in s-edit and simulated to obtain output waveforms in w-edit which is 

shown in figure 8.The symbol for sense amplifier is shown in figure 7.Sense amplifier will work properly when enable line is high. 

But this high enable line turn on all four sense amplifiers since we use a single enable line for all sense amplifiers. So this leads to 

higher power consumption. 

 

Figure 6.Sense amplifier circuit schematic in s-edit                    Figure 7.Symbol for sense amplifier 
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Figure 8.Input and output waveforms of sense amplifier circuit 

C.COUPLED SENSE AMPLIFIER 

      We can employ coupling technique in sense amplifier to achieve power reduction. The normal sense amplifier consumes a power 

of 0.422 micro watts. Coupled sense amplifier requires only 0.01628 micro watts. So we can achieve approximately 5% power 

reduction by this technique. Figure 9 shows coupled sense amplifier. Figure 10 shows its output and input waveforms. Sense amplifier 

is connected to column decoder. So there is a chance to occur coupling fault in the transistors. This modified sense amplifier will 

reduce the effect of coupling fault. 

 

Figure 9. Coupled sense amplifier 
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Figure 10. Input and output waveforms of coupled sense amplifier 

D.DRAM CIRCUIT 

       Using the row decoder circuit and sense amplifier we can design the final DRAM circuit along with column decoder. For the 

proper working of DRAM circuit enable line of sense amplifier must be high. DRAM circuit with coupled sense amplifier and its 

waveforms are shown below. 

 

Figure 11. DRAM circuit with coupled sense amplifier 
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Figure 12. Output waveforms of DRAM circuit with coupled sense amplifier 

E.COMPARISON OF PARAMETERS 

     For normal sense amplifier and coupled sense amplifier parameters such as power, static current, power delay product and energy 

delay product are calculated and shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison of parameters for normal and coupled sense amplifiers 

PARAMETERS NORMAL 

SENSE 

AMPLIFIER 

COUPLED 

SENSE 

AMPLIFIER 

Average power 0.422 µw 0.01628 µw 

Static power 431 µw 333 µw 

Static current 239.4 µA 185 µA 

Power delay 

product 

6.465 nws 4.995 nws 

Energy delay 

product 

0.0969 pws² 0.0749 pws² 

     For DRAM circuit with normal sense amplifier and DRAM circuit with coupled sense amplifier parameters such as static power, 

static current, power delay product and energy delay product are calculated and listed in table 2. 

 

 

 

Table 2. Comparison of parameters for DRAM with normal sense amplifier and DRAM with coupled sense amplifier 
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PARAMETERS DRAM with normal sense amplifier DRAM with coupled sense 

amplifier 

Static power 14.53 mw 12.1 mw 

Static current 8.072 mA 6.72 mA 

Power delay product 0.5812 mws 0.484 mws 

Energy delay product 23.25 pws² 19.36 pws² 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

DRAM circuit consists of row decoder, column decoder, memory array, input and output buffers and sense amplifier. In a 

DRAM circuit more than 80% of power is consumed by sense amplifier. DRAM circuit designed in s-edit consumes a static power of 

14.53 milli watts. Circuit level modification in sense amplifier circuitry will help to achieve a power reduction of 5-10%.This 

modified sense amplifier also help to reduce coupling faults occurring in DRAM circuits. 
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